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U-PASS Advisory Board June 19, 2012 Present: Aaron Lykken- GPSS Representative Alicia Halberg- Transportation Services Austin Bell- ASUW Representative Celeste Gilman-Transportation Services Evan Smith- ASUW Representative Josh Kavanagh-Transportation Services Katie Bass- U-PASS Liaison Melanie Mayock- GPSS Representative, Advisory Board Vice-Chair Michelle Rhoads- Transportation Services Miles Fernandez- ASUW Representative (Represented by Proxy Austin Bell) Rene Singleton- Student Life Sean Wilson- ASUW Representative 1. Meeting called to order at 3:37 p.m. 2. Public comment period a. No guests were present to speak 3. Approval of minutes- Melanie Mayock a. Minutes from last week emailed out b. Website updated with minutes, AB Google calendar, as well as other relevant documents. Any suggestions for changes should be sent to [email protected] c. Motion to approve minutes i. Motion passed. 4. UAW Arbitration-Josh Kavanagh a. No update as of yet. Josh will be briefing the President on Monday. If the Advisory Board has feelings about how the university should proceed with challenging or complying with the findings of the arbitrator’s opinion, those feelings should be expressed now. We are still trying to officially understand the ruling, but we are also trying to process map how to implement the ruling. b. Comment (Melanie Mayock): The three student leaders drafted a resolution regarding how they think the arbitration decision should be implemented. At the meeting we talked about having an opinion on the arbitration itself. We also discussed how that decision will affect the student body’s ability to levy fees on itself. We don’t think that the arbitrator’s opinion has any negative effects on the students’ ability to levy fees. Instead, the student leaders want to take a stand on how to implement these fees. We are not going to challenge the decision itself. It’s a question of how it should be implemented. c. Presentation of Resolution (Melanie Mayock):



WHEREAS: The United Auto Workers Local 4121 filed a grievance against the University on September 20, 2011 regarding the imposition of two new mandatory student fees on Academic Student Employees effective September 2011, alleging the University violated Articles 1, 2, and 7 of the Collective Bargaining agreement; and WHEREAS: The Arbitrator’s Opinion, dated May 24, 2012, found that the University violated the Collective Bargaining Agreement when the Universal Student U-PASS fee was imposed on Academic Student Employees; and WHEREAS: The Arbitrator concluded the University is liable to the Union for monetary damages; and WHEREAS: The Universal Student U-PASS Advisory Board sees the Universal Student U-PASS program as a common good to all students; and WHEREAS: Because the Board views the fee as a collective contribution for the benefit of all, it believes that allowing any students to opt out of the fee would undermine the goals of the program and its financial stability; and THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE UNIVERSAL STUDENT U-PASS ADVISORY BOARD OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON: THAT: The Universal Student U-PASS Advisory Board strongly encourages University Administration to keep the Universal Student U-PASS fee a mandatory fee for all students who pay the Services and Activities Fee; THAT: The Universal Student U-PASS Advisory Board recommends that the Universal Student U-PASS fee for Academic Student Employees be paid for by the academic units that employ each ASE. THAT: A copy of this resolution be sent to the ASUW Board of Directors, the GPSS Executive Committee, UAW 4121 President David Parsons, Vice President for Student Life Eric Godfrey, President Michael Young. d. Comment (Rene Singleton): Should add Senior Vice President for Finance and Facilities V’Ella Warren. i. Motion (Sean Wilson): Move to add Senior Vice President for Finance and Facilities V’Ella Warren to the final THAT clause. ii. Austin Bell: Second e. Comment (Melanie Mayock): Should add the Provost Ana Marie Cauce to the final THAT clause i. Motion (Evan Smith): So moved ii. Sean Wilson: Second f. Point of Order (Josh Kavanagh): Do we have quorum? i. We have 4 voting members of ASUW (including the proxy), and at least one GPSS. So we do have quorum.



g. Question (Sean Wilson): What is an academic unit? i. Evan Smith: It is a broad term that encompasses departments, and colleges. It is opposed to an administrative unit. Academic units sponsor ASEs. The more local that these budget decisions are made the better for the University for working within respective budgets. ii. Comment (Melanie Mayock): The idea behind including unit in the resolution was that the unit is more flexible. iii. Question (Sean Wilson): What about non-academic employees such as the U-PASS liaison? 1. Comment (Celeste Gilman): As an administrative unit, we have employed ASEs in the past. So they would not be covered by the current language. iv. Comment (Melanie Mayock): It was intended that these sorts of details will come out in conversation. v. Comment (Josh Kavanagh): Remember that we are not crafting policy: Just making a recommendation. h. Question (Rene Singleton): In the language of the resolution, who do you mean by all? All students? Or all university community? i. Comment (Melanie Mayock): I would be happy to amend it to make it more specific. ii. Motion (Sean Wilson): Move to amend the second THAT clause to add administrative units after academic units, as well as change “all” to “the university community”. i. Question (Melanie Mayock): Is it accurate that the University is liable to the union? i. Comment (Evan Smith): Yes. That is accurate. ii. Question (Josh Kavanagh): Is it liable to individual members on fees paid? Or it is liable to the union as a whole? Is there separate liability to the two? iii. Comment (Melanie Mayock): No. It appears that they are the same. j. Question (Melanie Mayock): Question of how a refund would be implemented. Should we address this in the language? The language makes it so that ASEs that didn’t use the U-PASS get reimbursed. This makes it an opt-out program. It appears that this is incongruous with what the resolution is requesting. i. Comment (Josh Kavanagh): The arbitrator said that we have to make it an opt-out program. If we adopt the recommendations of the resolution, it is functionally an opt-out program. ii. Comment (Rene Singleton): What we need to focus on is going forward. How can we fulfill the arbitrator’s requirements, and not get bogged down in the large debate that happened in the past about what the best set up for the U-PASS is. Maintaining the bigger picture of the whole program is the most important.



iii. Comment (Evan Smith): The ASEs’ argument is that everyone should be refunded, as they should all be waived from fees. Wasn’t the recommended path forward that everyone should be refunded? iv. Comment (Melanie Mayock): Agree with Rene- let’s focus on moving forward. The arbitrator’s decision wasn’t so clearly about it being an optout fee. To me, there are different ways to interpret it, such as having departments pay. v. Comment (Evan Smith): It could be an opt-out system, or it could be fully covered in their compensation package. Either way would meet the arbitrator’s findings. At least that is his (Evan’s) interpretation. vi. Question (Sean Wilson): Does the university have the authority to waive a student levied fee? 1. Comment (Josh Kavanagh): It does not. 2. Question (Sean Wilson): So in the future, they can’t make it an opt-out program? They can only refund the fee. 3. Question (Austin Bell): Neither the University nor the arbitrator can force us to opt-out. Right? 4. Comment (Josh Kavanagh): Reading what is under the award section of the arbitrator’s decision, this does not need to be optout. This is recanting what he (Josh) earlier said. 5. Question (Evan Smith): So what do we do to move forward? Is this part of ASEs compensation? 6. Comment (Melanie Mayock): Student governments can levy fees. That isn’t being challenged. But some students are under contracts that have to do with fees. So, it’s really up to the University about how they are going to be an employer that fulfills those contracts. vii. Question (Austin Bell): Should we reference the RCW that gives us the ability to levy student fees? 1. Comment (Josh Kavanagh): Yes, that would be appropriate. Re-enforcing that these are student dollars, not university dollars would be appropriate and would be useful moving forward. 2. Comment (Josh Kavanagh): Under the bylaws it would appear that Evan and Adam can do things on the AB’s behalf. 3. Comment (Rene Singleton): There was a mistake that was made, in the creation of this fee and thinking that it didn’t need to specifically addressing ASEs. In the future, going forward, students and the AB need to try and remember these mistakes and not make them again. viii. Comment (Josh Kavanagh): Might have an interest in modifying the THAT clause, so that the ask is not that the administration maintain the fee, since that goes against what you are asserting, but rather, ask that



ix.



x.



xi. xii.



xiii.



xiv.



xv.



they continue to support students in the collection and administration of the fee a. Comment (Rene Singleton): Consider saying maintenance of the fee instead of administration of the fee. b. Comment (Sean Wilson): Maintain sounds like maintaining its universality. c. Comment: Can just cite the regents item in the THAT clause that indicates the language and the student nature of the fee. d. Comment (Michelle Rhoads): Heard two different things. Referencing the RCW and referencing the regents item. Motion (Sean Wilson): Move to add a WHEREAS clause referencing the RCW that allows students to levy fees. Specific language “WHEREAS RCW 28B.15.610 grants authority to students to levy fees upon themselves and the universal U-PASS is one such fee; and” Motion (Sean Wilson): Move to add another WHEREAS clause referencing the Board of Regents item that supports student levied fees. Specific language “WHEREAS the Board of Regents item authorizing the University to collect such fees on behalf of students passed on May 12.” Comment: Third WHEREAS clause (after damages) relating to the violation of the collective bargaining agreement. Motion (Melanie Mayock): First THAT clause: after the word university— strike everything and add: “to continue to support students in collection and administration of the fee.” Comment (Rene Singleton): The first and third THAT clause don’t agree on language. One implies that it is an alleged violation. The third THAT clause indicates that it has already happened. Question (Rene Singleton): What is the difference between the 4th and 5th THAT clause? 1. Comment (Sean Wilson): It reads as the difference between the guilty verdict, and then sentencing. 2. Comment (Melanie Mayock): I wouldn’t be opposed to getting rid of the fifth THAT clause. 3. Comment (Sean Wilson): I like it being there. But it’s a bit more forceful. 4. Comment (Melanie Mayock): We could add another one about looking forward if we are going to be looking backward. 5. Motion (Evan Smith): The spirit of this document is to talk about preserving the U-PASS. Move to strike the fifth THAT clause. a. So moved Comment: Established ownership of fee. Haven’t totally established where the money is going to come from. Don’t pay for ASE’s U-PASS with the fees from other students’ U-PASS money.



1. Comment (Rene Singleton): Don’t know how we would address that. We don’t know yet that the University would try to do that (take the money from TS’s budget/other students fees). The University made the mistake. They still have to decide how they are going to pay to meet the arbitrator’s decision. 2. Comment (Melanie Mayock): Worried about questioning about the fee being universal. We should go out and state where we think money should not come from, because there is a lot at stake. 3. Comment (Josh Kavanagh): Could weaken the position if you suggest what you don’t want. 4. Comment (Sean Wilson): No student levied fee should be used to pay for ASE compensation. 5. Question (Austin Bell): Then, should we say that the U-PASS advisory board has full authority over matters such as this? 6. Comment (Rene Singleton): Don’t know enough to know if there is support for this kind of thing. 7. Comment (Melanie Mayock): The purpose of the second that clause is to protect the student’s U-PASS budget. 8. Comment (Sean Wilson): The question should be about how does the University pay for this fee, not, do we change the program. We are maintaining that it must be universal. 9. Comment (Rene Singleton): Try to use positive, not negative language. xvi. Comment: When we say strongly encouraging the University, it’s a bit weak. It there a stronger way to say this? 1. Comments from group: Implore, advocate, requests, preserves 2. Comment (Michelle Rhoads): The University is already doing this. We are just asking that they continue to do so. 3. Motion: First THAT clause: “THAT the universal student UPASS Advisory Board request the University continue to collect and administer the Universal U-PASS fee that they have imposed upon themselves” 4. Question (Rene Singleton): Can you say the U-PASS as it has currently been practiced? 5. Comment (Josh Kavanagh): Established that it isn’t necessary to go there. xvii. Motion (Sean Wilson): move to vote 1. Austin Bell: Second 2. All present voting members vote in support of Universal Student U-PASS Advisory Board resolution 1.02 (attached) 5. Meeting time scheduling -Mayock a. Katie Bass will send out a doodle to find a new time that works for more Advisory Board members.



6. All subsequent agenda items have been tabled 7. Adjournment at 4:49 p.m.



In accordance with the bylaws, after adjournment, before the Advisory Board could be reconvened, the Presidents of GPSS and ASUW voted to change the third whereas clause to read:



WHEREAS: The United Auto Workers Local 4121 filed a grievance against the University on September 20, 2011 regarding the imposition of two new mandatory student fees on Academic Student Employees effective September 2011, alleging the University violated Articles 1, 2, and 7 of the Collective Bargaining agreement; and The final updated resolution is represented below.



Universal Student U-PASS Advisory Board Resolution 1.02 June 19, 2012 Submitted by: Melanie Mayock, Vice-Chair Statement regarding the Arbitrator’s Opinion on the UAW 4121 Grievance against the University of Washington regarding student fees



WHEREAS: RCW 28B.15.610 grants authority to students to levy fees upon themselves and the Universal U-PASS is one such fee; and WHEREAS: The Board of Regents authorized on May 12, 2011 the University to collect the Universal U-PASS Fee on behalf of students; and WHEREAS: The United Auto Workers Local 4121 filed a grievance against the University on September 20, 2011 regarding the imposition of two new mandatory student fees on Academic Student Employees effective September 2011, alleging the University violated Articles 1, 2, and 7 of the Collective Bargaining agreement; and WHEREAS: The Arbitrator’s Opinion, dated May 24, 2012, found that the University violated the Collective Bargaining Agreement when the Universal Student U-PASS fee was imposed on Academic Student Employees without a corresponding increase in tuition and fee waivers; and WHEREAS: The Universal Student U-PASS Advisory Board sees the Universal Student U-PASS program as a common good to all students; and WHEREAS: Because the Universal Student U-PASS Advisory Board views the fee as a collective contribution for the benefit of the greater university community, it believes that allowing any students to opt out of the fee would undermine the goals of the program and its financial stability; THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE UNIVERSAL STUDENT U-PASS ADVISORY BOARD OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON: THAT: The Universal Student U-PASS Advisory Board requests the University continue to collect and administer the Universal U-PASS fee that students have imposed upon themselves; and THAT: The Universal Student U-PASS Advisory Board recommends that the Universal Student U-PASS fee for Academic Student Employees be paid for by the academic or administrative units that employ each ASE; and THAT: A copy of this resolution be sent to the ASUW Board of Directors, the GPSS Executive Committee, UAW 4121 President David Parsons, Vice President for Student



Life Eric Godfrey, Senior Vice President for Finance and Facilities V’Ella Warren, Provost Ana Mari Cauce, and President Michael Young.
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